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1. INTRODUCTION
Throughout Zp and Qp will respectively denote the ring of p-adic integers
and the field of p-adic numbers (for p prime). We denote by Cp the completion
of the algebraic closure of Qp with respect to the p-adic metric. Let vp
denote the p-adic valuation of Cp normalised so that vp( p)=1.
In a series of papers (see [8] or [9], for example) a theory of ‘‘p-adic
Fourier series’’ has been developed for uniformly differentiable functions
f : Zp  Cp . The analogy with the classical (complex) theory is substantially
complicated by the absence of a p-adic valued Haar measure on Zp and, in
particular, this is manifested by the existence of two inextricably linked
‘‘convolution multiplications’’ V and  .
Here we study the ‘‘analytic theory’’ of the p-adic Fourier transform.
More precisely in 92 we introduce the space SA of all special analytic
functions f : Zp  Cp whose Fourier coefficients ‘‘depend analytically on the
non-identity characters’’ in a natural sense explained in 93.
The remarkable space SA enjoys much better properties than the space
of all analytic functions on Zp (which, for example, is not closed under
either ‘‘indefinite integration’’ or ‘‘inverse differencing’’).
In particular we obtain four equivalent characterizations of SA in terms
of expansions as (ordinary) power series,  -power series (or ‘‘Mahler-
type’’ expansions; see [6]), V -power series and Fourier series, respectively.
The comparison of these various expansions leads to curious congruences
for the Stirling numbers (of both kinds) and for some related numbers [cn]
given by the generating function
:
n # Z
cn(x&1)n=x&1log x.
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In fact each cn # Q satisfies the congruence vp(cn)&(n+1)( p&1) and
can, in some sense, be thought of as a ‘‘natural value’’ of (x&1)&n&1 at
x=1. Thus, for example, c5=1908760480=1908726.33.5.7. Using the
Fourier series characterization of SA described above, this viewpoint gives
rise to a surprising ‘‘natural’’ indefinite integral on Zp .
The spaces of functions F considered will generally be Cp-Banach spaces
equipped with valuations V : F  R _ []. Note that we choose the valuation
notation V in preference to the more usual norm notation & & (these being
related by & f &= p&V( f )). We will always use v to denote the ‘‘uniform’’
valuation on spaces F of functions f (x), that is v( f )=infxvp( f (x)).
For general background information concerning p-adic numbers,
analytic functions, p-adic functional analysis and related areas see [1],
[4], [6] and [7], for example.
2. SPECIAL ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS
If n # N then we put sp(n)=ki=0 ni where n=
k
i=0 ni p
i is the base p
expansion of n (with 0ni p&1 for 0ik).
Definition 2.1. The function f : Zp  Cp is said to be special analytic if
f (z)=n0 an zn for all z # Zp where each an # Cp and vp(an)&sp(n)
( p&1)  .
In this case put S( f )=infn0[vp(an)&sp(n)( p&1)].
Remarks 2.2. 1. Clearly vp( f (z))S( f ) for all z # Zp .
2. An alternative description of the special analytic functions is often
helpful. Let ? # Cp with vp(?)=1( p&1). Then vp(?nn !)=n( p&1)&
vp(n !)=sp(n)( p&1). Thus if we put an=?nbnn ! then we require f (z)=
n0 bn(?z)nn ! where bn  0 and then S( f )=infn0 vp(bn), which is
closely related to the ‘‘Leopoldt space’’ described in [5].
Examples 2.3. 1. Clearly S(z [ zn)=&sp(n)( p&1) for n0. Some-
times, for ease of notation, we will write such expressions as S(zn).
2. Let : # Cp with vp(:&1)>0. Then g is a locally analytic function
on Zp where g(z)=:z=n0 (:&1)n ( zn). If further vp(:&1)>1( p&1)
then g is a special analytic function on Zp . Indeed
vp((:&1)nn !)&sp(n)( p&1)=n(vp(:&1)&1( p&1))  
and the result follows on expressing g(z)=exp(z log :) as in (2.1). More
generally, any analytic exponential polynomial is special analytic.
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3. On the other hand z [ h(z)=n0 pnz p
n&1 is analytic but not
special analytic. In fact for n0, vp( pn)&sp( pn&1)( p&1)=0. However
clearly z [ zh(z) is special analytic.
4. Let k>0. Since sp(n)( p&1)[logp(n)]+1 for n1 the ‘‘Dwork
condition’’ vp(an)&kn   (see [5]) implies that f is special analytic (as
in example (2) above).
Definition 2.4. We denote by SA the Cp-Banach algebra of all special
analytic functions on Zp under pointwise addition and multiplication and
valuation S. In fact we have:
Lemma 2.5. SA is closed under +, _, differentiation D and indefinite
integration
| : :
n0
anzn [ :
n0
anzn+1(n+1).
Further for f, g # SA:
1. S( f + g)min[S( f ), S(g)]
2. S( f_g)S( f )+S(g)
3. S(Df )S( f )+1( p&1)
4. S( f )=S( f )&1( p&1)
Proof. This follows directly from (2.2(2)) on noting that (n+m)! #
n! m! Z.
Remark 2.6. However, as noted in the introduction, the space of all
analytic functions on Zp is not closed under indefinite integration. Indeed
there is no analytic function f on Zp with Df =h (as in (2.3.(3))) although
there are locally analytic ones.
Lemma 2.7. SA is closed under affine changes of variable z [ az+b on
Zp where a # Zp"pZp , b # Zp . More precisely, if f # SA and fa, b(z)=
f (az+b) then fa, b # SA with S( fa, b)=S( f ). Further S( fa, b& fa, o)
S( f )+1( p&1).
Proof. Once again we use (2.2(2)). Under z [ az+b we have
(?z)nn ! [ :
n
r=o
?n&r
(n&r)!
bn&rar
(?z)r
r !
.
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Now
vp(?mm !)=sp(m)( p&1)1( p&1) if m>0==0 if m=0
It follows easily that if f # SA then fa, b # SA with S( fa, b)S( f ) and
S( fa, b& fa, o)S( f )+1( p&1).
Finally, applying the inverse change of variable, we can deduce that
S( fa, b)=S( f ).
Remarks 2.8. 1. In particular if we define the shift operator T and the
difference operator 2=T&I by Tf = f1, 1 and 2f = f1, 1& f then SA is
closed under T, 2 and S(Tf )=S( f ), S(2f )S( f )+1( p&1) for all
f # SA.
2. It is easily shown that f # SA O g # SA if g(z)= f (z p) but SA is
generally not closed under other non-linear ‘‘substitutions’’ on Zp .
Proposition 2.9. Let a # Zp and f # SA. Then there exists g # SA with
2g= f (so that g is determined up to a constant). Further S(g)S( f )&1
( p&1) with equality if and only if vp(g(a))S( f )&1( p&1).
Proof. Suppose that f (z)=n0 anzn with vp(an)&sp(n)( p&1)  .
Put h(z)=n0 anBn+1(z)(n+1) where
Bn+1(z)= :
n+1
r=o \
n+1
r + Bn+1&rzr
is the (n+1)th Bernoulli polynomial (see [2], [6]) and the series converges
in SA. For the Bernoulli numbers Br(r0) satisfy
vp(Br)=&1 if r>0 and ( p&1)|r=0 otherwise
and so vp(Br)+sp(r)( p&1)0 in any case (note that sp(r)#r
mod( p&1)). Hence a routine calculation (using vp(r !)=(r&sp(r))( p&1))
shows that
S(z [ Bn+1(z)(n+1))&sp(n)( p&1)&1( p&1)=S(zn)&
1
p&1
.
Therefore clearly h # SA with S(h)S( f )&1( p&1). Further 2h= f since
each 2(z [ Bn+1(z)(n+1))=z [ zn.
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Now suppose that g # SA with 2g= f. Then by (2.8(1)), S(g)
S( f )&1( p&1). Hence S(g)=S( f )&1( p&1)  S(g)S( f )&1( p&1)
(and so,in particular, S(h)=S( f )&1( p&1)). Now g=h&h(a)+g(a)
with vp(h(a))S(h)=S( f )&1( p&1). Hence S(g)=S( f )&1( p&1) O
vp(g(a))S(g)=S( f )&1( p&1) while vp(g(a))S( f )&1( p&1) O
S(g)min[S(h), S(h(a)), S(g(a))]=S( f )&1( p&1) and so S(g)=
S( f )&1( p&1), as required.
Remarks 2.10. 1. However, the space of all analytic functions on Zp is
not closed under 2&1.
2. In fact the action of 2 on SA becomes more transparent on taking
the Gelfand transform G (see [9] and 93).
Theorem 2.11. Let f : Zp  Cp be a continuous function so that
f (z)= :
n0
cn \z+nn + for all z # Zp
where each cn # Cp with cn  0 (the uniquely determined ‘‘Mahler-type’’
expansion; see [6], [9, Theorem 1.3]). Then f # SA  vp(cn)&n( p&1)
 . In this case S( f )=infn0[vp(cn)&n( p&1)]. In particular
S(z [ ( z+nn ))=&n( p&1) for n0.
Proof. We first define the (shifted) difference operator  by putting
f (z)= f (z)& f (z&1). Now for each n0, put fn(z)=( z+nn ). Then
S( fn)=&n( p&1). The proof is by induction on n. The case n=0 is clear.
Suppose that for some n0, S( fn)=&n( p&1). Then fn+1= fn and so
by (2.9) (with f replaced by Tfn) we obtain S( fn+1)=S( fn)&1( p&1)
since
vp( fn+1(0))=vp(1)=0&(n+1)( p&1)=S( fn)&1( p&1).
Therefore S( fn+1)=&(n+1)( p&1), as required.
Now let B denote the space of all continuous functions f : Zp  Cp with
f (z)= :
n0
cn \z+nn +
for all z # Zp where each cn # Cp and vp(cn)&n( p&1)  . Then in this
case from above f # SA with S( f )infn0[vp(cn)&n( p&1)]. On the
other hand for each n0, cn=nf (&1) and so vp(cn)S(nf )
S( f )+n( p&1) by repeated application of (2.7). Thus S( f )
infn0[vp(cn)&n( p&1)] and so S( f )=infn0[vp(cn)&n( p&1)].
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Hence BSA and B is complete under the valuation S from above. Now
clearly the polynomial functions on Zp are contained in B and are dense in
SA (directly from (2.1)). Therefore B=SA and the result is proved.
Remarks 2.12. 1. Compare this with the (standard) corresponding
result that f is analytic on Zp if and only if vp(cn)&vp(n !)=
vp(cn)&n( p&1)+sp(n)( p&1)  .
2. The equivalence of the characterisations of SA, S given in (2.1)
and (2.11) reduces by a straightforward calculation (just consider the
‘‘change of basis’’ between [zn] and [( z+nn )] (n0) and make the ‘‘change
of variable’’ z [ &z&1) to the congruences vp(S(n, r))(sp(r)&sp(n))
( p&1) valid for n>0, 1rn where S(n, r) denotes the Stirling number
of either the first or second kind (see [2]).
Proposition 2.13. Let P(t) # Cp[t] with P(t){0. Let f # SA. Then
there exists g # SA with P() g= f. If h is analytic on Zp and P() h= f then
h # SA.
Proof. First recall from the proof of (2.11) that f (z)= f (z)& f (z&1).
Further if fn(z)=( z+nn ) then f =n0 cn fn where each cn # Cp , with
vp(cn)&n( p&1)   and S( f )=infn0 [vp(cn)&n( p&1)].
Now S( fn)=&n( p&1) and ( fn)= fn&1 ( f&1=0). Hence f =
n0 cn+1 fn with S(f )S( f )+1( p&1) and S(mf )&m( p&1)  .
Put &1f =n0 cn fn+1 so that (&1f )= f and S(&1f )=S( f )&1
( p&1). It is clearly enough to prove the first statement in (2.13) in the case
P(t)=t&* where * # Cp .
Case (a). vp(*)>1( p&1): On SA we have &*I=(I&* &1) and so
from above we can take
g= :

m=0
*m &m&1f # SA.
Case (b). vp(*)1( p&1): On SA we have &*I=&*(I&*&1) and
so from above we can take g=&m=0 *
&m&1 mf # SA.
The second statement follows directly from the first since the
homogeneous equation P() h=0 implies that h is an exponential polyno-
mial. If further h is analytic then it is an easy exercise to see that h is special
analytic (reduce to the case deg(P)=1 by considering the linear factors of
the ‘‘minimal polynomial’’ of h).
Remark 2.14. An analogous result to (2.13) can be proved (in the
same way) for the differentiation operator D in place of the difference
operator . [Just use the representation of SA given in (2.2(2)) and put
D&1= .]
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3. FOURIER TRANSFORMS
Recap A. We first briefly recall some results from [9].
Let C(Zp) denote the Cp-Banach space of all continuous functions
f : Zp  Cp under the valuation v where v( f )=infz # Z p vp( f (z)).
Let f, g # C(Zp). Then there exists a unique f  g # C(Zp) with fg(n)=
ni=0 f (i) g(n&i) for all n # N. Further 1
 (n+1)=z [ ( z+nn ) for all n0.
Let UD(Zp) denote the Cp-Banach space of all uniformly differentiable
functions f : Zp  Cp under the valuation V where
V( f )= inf
x{y # Zp
[vp( f (x)), vp(( f (x)& f ( y))(x&y))].
Let f, g # UD(Zp). Then f V g # UD(Zp) where f V g=D( fg)&Df
g& fDg. Further D( f V g)=&DfDg.
Thus for example D(z V z)=&11=&z&1 and in fact z V z=&z2
2&z& 16.
Lemma 3.1. Let f, g # SA. Then fg, f V g # SA and S( fg)S( f )+
S(g)&1( p&1). S( f V g)S( f )+S(g).
Proof. By (2.11),
f = :
n0
cn 1  (n+1), g= :
n0
dn1  (n+1)
where cn , dn # Cp with vp(cn)&n( p&1)   and vp(dn)&n( p&1)  .
Further S( f )=infn0[vp(cn)&n( p&1)] and S(g)=infn0[vp(dn)&n
( p&1)]. Then clearly fg=n0 en1  (n+1) where each
en= :
r+s=n&1
r, s0
crds .
Now each vp(crds) & n ( p&1) = (vp(cr) & r ( p&1)) + (vp(ds) &
s( p&1))&1( p&1). Hence vp(en)&n( p&1)   and so fg # SA with
S( fg)= inf
n0
[vp(en)&n( p&1)]S( f )+S(g)&1( p&1).
It follows immediately from(2.5(3)) that f V g # SA with S( f V g)
S( f )+S(g).
Remarks 3.2. 1. On the other hand the space of all analytic functions
on Zp is not closed under either  or V.
2. Thus SA is closed under +, _, , V, D, , 2, 2&1, affine changes
of variable etc.
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Lemma 3.3. For all n0, S(z*(n+1))=&(n+1)( p&1).
Proof. By repeated application of (3.1),
S(z*(n+1))(n+1) S(z)=&(n+1)( p&1).
On the other hand D(z*(n+1))=(&1)n1  (n+1) and so
&n( p&1)=S(1  (n+1))=S(D(z*(n+1)))S(z*(n+1))+1( p&1)
by (2.5(3)). Thus S(z*(n+1))&(n+1)( p&1) and the result follows.
Proposition 3.4. Let g # n1 cn z*n where each cn # Cp and
vp(cn)&n( p&1)  . Then g # SA with S(g)=infn1[vp(cn)&n( p&1)].
Further Dg=n1 (&1)
n&1 cn1}n and S(Dg)=S(g)+1( p&1).
Proof. Clearly g # SA with S(g)infn1[vp(cn)&n( p&1)] by (3.3).
Further Dg=n1 cnD(z*n)=n1(&1)n&1 cn1 n. Therefore by (2.11),
S(Dg)=infn1[vp(cn)&(n&1)( p&1)]. Hence by (2.5(3)), S(g)
infn1[vp(cn)&n( p&1)] and the result follows.
Theorem 3.5. Each f # SA has a unique expansion in the form
f =c0+n1 cnz*n where each cn # Cp with vp(cn)&n( p&1)   and
every such expansion arises in this way. Further
S( f )= inf
n0
[vp(cn)&n( p&1)]
and
S(Df )= inf
n1
[vp(cn)&n( p&1)]+1( p&1).
Proof. Suppose that f has the form f =c0+g where g=n1 cnz*n
with vp(cn)&n( p&1)  . Then by (3.4) clearly f # SA with S( f )
infn0[vp(cn) & n ( p & 1)]. Now Df =Dg and by (3.4) S(Dg)=
infn1[vp(cn) & (n & 1)  ( p & 1)]. Hence S( f ) + 1  ( p&1)  S(Df ) =
infn1[vp(cn)&n( p&1)]+1( p&1). Therefore infn0[vp(cn)&n( p&1)]
S( f )infn1[vp(cn)&n( p&1)]=S(g) by (3.4). Now c0= f&g so
vp(c0)=S( f&g)min[S( f ), S(g)]=S( f ) and so clearly S( f )=
infn0[vp(cn)&n( p&1)].
Conversely suppose that f # SA. Then by (2.11) applied to Df and by
(3.4) there exists g # SA of the above form with Dg=Df. Hence f =c0+g
where c0 # Cp , as required.
Remark 3.6. We now have a further characterisation (3.5) of SA, S
which can be directly compared with those obtained in (2.1) and (2.11)
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(see also (2.12(2))). We give a brief illustration of this by considering (2.1)
applied to f (z)=z*n where n1.
Now Df =(&1)n&11 n and so f = f (0)+g where g=(&1)n&11 n.
Then S( f )=&n( p&1) by (3.3) and so vp( f (0))S( f )=&n( p&1)
while
S(g)=S(1 n)&1( p&1) by (2.5(4))
=&n( p&1) by (2.11).
Hence by expanding 1 n=( z+n&1n&1 ) and integrating term by term we easily
deduce the congruence
vp(S(n, r))(sp(r&1)&sp(n&1))( p&1)
valid for n>0, 1rn where S(n, r) is the Stirling number of the first
kind. Many other such (more refined) congruences may be obtained in a
similar manner (compare with (2.12(2))).
We will consider f (0) further in (3.14(2)).
Recap B. Let f # UD(Zp). Then we briefly recall from [9] some basic
results concerning the Gelfand transform G( f ) of f :
Firstly we define the spectral valuation W( f ) of f by putting W( f )=
limN  V( f *N)N. Then W( f )V( f )&1.
Now let Tp=[| # Cp | | p
k
=1 for some k0],
Vp=[: # Cp |vp(:&1)0] and
Xp=Vp _ [] _ Tp .
Then G( f ) # H0(Xp) is an analytic element on Xp vanishing at  (that is
G( f ): Xp  Cp is a uniform limit of rational functions with poles off Xp
vanishing at ).
G( f ) is uniquely determined by its restriction to Tp (the ‘‘Fourier trans-
form’’ of f ) and for all | # Tp ,
G( f )(|)= f|z V 1= lim
n   \ :
pn&1
i=0
f (i) |i+<pn (a constant)
where z [ |z is the locally constant extension of the power function from
Z to Zp . On the other hand for : # Cp with vp(:)>0 we have
G( f )(:)=& :
n0
f $(n) :n
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and for : # Vp , G( f )(:) is hence determined by analytic continuation. Then
W( f )= inf
: # Xp
vp(G( f )(:))= inf
| # T p
vp(G( f )(|))
and we have the uniformly convergent Fourier series expansion
f (z)= lim
N  
:
| # Tp , |p
N=1
G( f )(|) |&z=:
|
G( f )(|) |&z
(say) for all z # Zp . (Note that in general G( f )(|) does not tend to zero
‘‘off finite subsets’’ of Tp .) Finally if f, g # UD(Zp) then G( f V g)=
G( f ) G(g) (pointwise multiplication).
Lemma 3.7. Let f # SA. Then W( f )S( f ).
Proof. By (3.5)
f =c0+ :
n1
cnz*n
where each cn # Cp with vp(cn)&n( p&1)   and S( f )=
infn0[vp(cn)&n( p&1)]. Now W(1)=0 and W(z)=&1( p&1) (indeed
for : # Xp"[1], G(z)(:)=1(:&1), G(z)(1)=&12; now restrict to Tp and
recall that vp(|&1)=1( pn&1( p&1)) if | # Tp has order pn(n1)).
Therefore W(z*n)=nW(z)=&n( p&1) and so the result follows.
Examples 3.8. 1. For each n1 let n # N with 1n  p&1 and
n #n mod( p&1). Then W(zn)=&n ( p&1) (see [8, Theorem 6.4]) while
S(zn)=&sp(n)( p&1) by (2.3(1)).
2. For each n1, W(z*n)=&n( p&1) by (3.7) proof while
S(z*n)=&n( p&1) by (3.3).
3. For each n0, ( z+nn )=1
 (n+1) so by (2.11), S(1  (n+1))=
&n( p&1). Therefore by (3.7), W(1  (n+1))&n( p&1).
Theorem 3.9. Let f # SA so that the Gelfand transform G( f ) # H0(Xp).
Then G( f ) extends (uniquely) to an analytic element G( f ) # H0(Yp) where
Yp=[: # Cp | vp(:&1)1( p&1)] _ [] _ [1].
The above correspondence f W G( f ) sets up an isometry of Cp-Banach
spaces SA, S W H0(Yp), v (where for l # H0(Yp), v(l )=inf: # Yp vp(l(:)))
under which V corresponds to pointwise multiplication _.
Proof. We first remark that unlike in the case of H0(Xp) there is a simple
characterisation of the elements of H0(Yp). Namely, we must assign a value
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at 1 together with a power series in 1(:&1) convergent for vp(:&1)
1( p&1) which has zero constant term.
By (3.5), f =c0+n1 cnz*n where each cn # Cp with vp(cn)&n( p&1)
  and S( f )=infn0[vp(cn)&n( p&1)]. The series above for f clearly
converges in the S-metric and so in the W-metric by (3.7). Therefore applying
the Gelfand transform G to both sides we obtain
G( f )(1)=c0+ :
n1
cn(&12)
n
G( f )(:)= :
n1
cn(1(:&1))n for : # Xp"[1]
(since G(1) is the characteristic function of [1] and
G(z)(1)=&12 =+G(z)(:)=1(:&1) for : # Xp "[1]
Now in fact the latter power series in 1(:&1) is clearly actually
convergent on the extended disk [: # Cp | vp(:&1)1( p&1)] and we
can use this series to provide the required extension of G( f ) # H0(Xp) to
G( f ) # H0(Yp) (and clearly every element of H0(Yp) arises in this way).
Further from above
S( f )=min[vp(c0), inf
n1
[vp(cn)&n( p&1)]]
=min[vp(c0), inf
: # Yp"[1]
vp(G( f )(:))] (see [1])
=min[vp(G( f )(1)), inf
: # Yp"[1]
vp(G( f )(:))] (just look at case :=&1)
=v(G( f )).
Finally V corresponds to pointwise multiplication for the standard Gelfand
transform G and this extends directly by analytic continuation, as required.
Remarks 3.10. 1. There seems to be no such simple characterisation
of the space of all analytic functions in terms of the possibility of analytic
continuation of the Gelfand transform G.
2. It follows directly from (3.5) and the proof of (3.9) that
S(Df )= inf
n1
[vp(cn)&n( p&1)]+1( p&1)
= inf
: # Y p"[1]
vp(G( f )(:))+1( p&1).
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Compare this with the result
v(Df )= inf
: # Vp _ []
vp(G( f )(:))
(see [9, Theorem 3.11]).
3. We can now give an alternative proof of (3.1): Let f, g # SA. Then
it follows immediately from (3.9) that f V g # SA with S( f V g)S( f )+
S(g). Now fg=z( f V g)&zf V g& f V zg (see [9]) and S(z)=&1( p&1)
so by (2.5(1) and (2)) it follows that fg # SA with S( fg)S( f )+
S(g)&1( p&1).
Corollary 3.11. Let f # SA and n1. Then S( f *n)=nS( f ) and
S( f n)=nS( f )&(n&1)( p&1).
Proof. By (3.9)
S( f *n)=v(G( f )n)=nv(G( f ))=nS( f ).
Now by (2.5) we can choose F # SA with DF= f and further by adding a
suitable constant we may assume that G(F )(1)=0. Hence G(F*n)(1)=
G(F )(1)n=0 also.
By (3.10(2)) we may deduce that S(DF )=v(G(F ))+1( p&1)=
S(F )+1( p&1) and similarly S(D(F*n))=S(F*n)+1( p&1). Now
D(F*n)=(&1)n&1f n and so
S( f n)=S(F*n)+1( p&1)=nS(F )+1( p&1)
=n(S(DF )&1( p&1))+1( p&1)
=nS( f )&(n&1)( p&1).
Theorem 3.12. Let f # SA. Then there exists a unique g # H0(Yp) such
that we have the uniformly convergent expansion
f (z)=:
|
g(|) |&z for all z # Zp ,
and every such expansion arises in this way. In fact g=G( f ). Further
S( f )=v(g) and W( f )=inf| # T p vp(g(|)).
Proof. This follows immediately from (3.9) with g=G( f ) on considering
the Fourier series expansion of f (see Recap B).
Examples 3.13. 1. g(1)=&12 , g(:)=1(:&1) (for : # Yp"[1]) gives
f (z)=z (for all z # Zp).
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2. Let n1. g(1)=(&12)
n, g(:)=1(:&1)n gives f (z)=z*n.
3. Let ; # Cp with ;  Yp . g(:)=log ;(;:&1) for : # Yp gives
f (z)=;z(=exp(z log ;)).
Remarks 3.14. 1. We now have in (3.12) a fourth way of expanding
f # SA to be compared with those of (2.1), (2.11) and (3.5). We return to
this problem briefly in (3.15).
2. We now attempt to evaluate z*(n+1)(0) for n0 as promised in
(3.6). Let ; # Cp with ;  Yp . Put f (z)=;&z&1=(1+(;&1))&z&1. Then
f = :

n=0
(;&1)n (&1)n 1  (n+1).
Applying indefinite integration  to both sides we obtain
(;&1& f )log ;= :

n=0
(;&1)n (z*(n+1)&z*(n+1)(0)).
Now evaluating the Gelfand transform G of each side at 1 we obtain
;&1log ;&1(;&1)= :

n=0
(;&1)n ((&12)
(n+1)&z*(n+1)(0)).
Thus putting z*(n+1)(0)=(&12)
(n+1)&cn (n0) we obtain the generating
function for the cn :
:

n=0
cn(;&1)n=;&1log ;&1(;&1).
Thus each cn # Q and c0=&12 , c1=
5
12 , c2=&
3
8, c3=
251
720 , c4=&
95
288 ,
c5= 1908760480 , ... .
Now by (3.6) each vp(z*(n+1)(0)) &(n+1)( p&1) and clearly also
vp((&12)
(n+1))&(n+1)( p&1). Hence we obtain the congruence vp(cn)
&(n+1)( p&1) for n0. For example
c23=
59.200276852737010562076325369
224 } 312 } 56 } 74 } 112 } 132 } 17 } 19 } 23
.
It is convenient (see (3.15)) to extend the definition of cn to all n # Z by
putting c&1=1, cn=0 for n<&1, so that
:
n # Z
cn(;&1)n=;&1log ;.
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Further by (3.12) and (3.13(2)) for n0 and by direct calculation for n<0,
cn=& :
|{1
(|&1)&n&1
(recall from Recap B the summation convention introduced in the discus-
sion of Fourier series expansions). We hope to discuss the properties of the
sequence [cn] more fully in a subsequent paper.
Indefinite integration 3.15. Recall from (2.5) that if f # SA then there
exists g # SA (determined up to an arbitrary constant) such that Dg= f for
example g= f where  f (0)=0. Thus for n0,  zn=zn+1(n+1) while if
; # Cp with ;  Yp then  ;z=(;z&1)log ; rather than the ‘‘more natural’’
;zlog ;.
We now describe an approach to defining a natural indefinite integration
on Zp (at least for certain functions in SA) which is based on the Gelfand
transform G. Let f # SA and let g # SA (as yet only determined up to
an arbitrary constant) with Dg= f. Then for : # Cp with vp(:)>0,
G(g)(:)=&n0 f (n) :n and this formula can be analytically continued
to determine G(g) (:) uniquely for : # Yp"[1] (the complement in
Cp _ [] of an open disk). It remains therefore to decide upon the value
G(g)(1)=‘‘& :
n0
f (n)’’ (in a suitable sense!)
and then by (3.12),
g(z)=:
|
G(g)(|) |&z for all z # Zp .
Now suppose that G(g) on Yp"[1] has an analytic continuation G to a
quasi-connected neighbourhood Z of Yp in Cp _ [] (for example, the
complement of a finite union of open disks in Cp _ []; see [1]) with at
most an isolated singularity at :=1 and with Laurent expansion
n # Z bn(:&1)n about :=1. Then we define
G(g)(1)= :
n # Z
bnc&n&1 # Cp
(a convergent series; see (3.14(2)) for the definition of the cm and some
appropriate congruences). Thus, in particular, if G is defined at :=1 then
G(g)(1)=G(1). Further this definition is independent of the choice of Z
above and depends only on f. Therefore under the circumstances outlined
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above we have determined a ‘‘natural’’ choice of g # SA with Dg= f and a
‘‘natural’’ sum G(g)(1) for the divergent series &n0 f (n). Note that this
‘‘natural’’ indefinite integration method f [ g is only partially defined on
SA (although it can be extended to some other locally analytic functions
on Zp). Further it agrees with  on the dense subspace of polynomial func-
tions but disagrees on ;z where ; # Cp with ;  Yp (see (3.16) below).
Examples 3.16. 1. Let ; # Cp , ;  Yp and f (z)=;z, Dg= f. Then
G(g)(:)=&n0 ;n:n=1(;:&1) for vp(:)>0 and this clearly extends
by analytic continuation to the complement of a small open disk centered
at :=;&1, say G(:)=1(;:&1). Thus we can put
G(g)(1)=G(1)=1(;&1)=‘‘& :
n0
;n’’
and g(z)=| |&z(;|&1)=;zlog ; (the ‘‘natural’’ choice!).
2. Let k1 and f (z)=&zk&1, Dg= f. Then
G(g)(:)= :
n0
nk&1:n for vp(:)>0
and this clearly extends by analytic continuation to Cp _ [] as a rational
function G of : with a single pole of order k at :=1. Then by (3.14(2)) it
follows easily that, according to the general prescription given in (3.15), we
should put
G(g)(1)=G(&zkk)(1)=&Bk k=‘(1&k)+$k1
=‘‘ :
n0
nk&1’’
where ‘ denotes the Riemann zeta function and in the classical (complex)
case the final ‘‘equality’’ can be obtained by Ramanujan summation (see
[3]; see also [4] for a related discussion of the p-adic zeta function).
Thus g(z)=&zkk (again the ‘‘natural’’ choice!).
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